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Abstract— The glacier ice velocity is one of the important aspects in Glaciology. The glacier motion rate serves as a control 

parameter to determine the mass balance of ice sheets and further helps to understand the scenario of climate change. There are 
various methods to study glacier ice velocity and they are feature tacking methods and interferometry. The feature tracking method 
depends upon the movement of distinct features on the glacial surface using sequential satellite images. The features are being 
identified to compute ice velocity, feature tracking obtains the two dimensional displacement of the glacier using multi-temporal 
images. Whereas on the other hand, SAR interferometry can estimate the displacement, both in slant-range and azimuth 
direction/offset tracking. The different feature tracking tools are CIAS (Correlation Imaging Analysis Software), ImCorr (Image 
Correlation), and ImGRAFT (Imagining Georectification and Feature Tracking) which used to calculate the velocity of the glacier. 
The present study highlights the distinct feature of different software for acquiring glaciers ice velocity. The method used to measure 
the ice velocity of Polar Record glacier and Pine Island glacier. 
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 I. INTRODUCTION 

  
The ice sheets of Antarctica store the majority of Earth’s freshwater that becomes one of the important reason to monitor as any change in its 
volume have direct effect on global sea level [1-2]. The ice velocity of glaciers is a key parameter for understanding ice sheet dynamics 
through which the continental ice is discharge in to the coast [2]. Remote sensing method is used to measured velocities of glaciers, ice 
shelves and ice sheets [3]. The increasing number of multi-temporal space-borne and air-borne images enhance the potential of image 
matching techniques to detect and quantify Earth surface mass movements from repeat remotely sensed data [4].  
Interferometry SAR offset tracking and feature tracking methods used to detect changes in the ice velocity. The SAR interferometry can detect 
the surface change even in cm level; while the coherence loss in fast moving area could not give reliable velocity, and the displacement in the 
slant-range can be obtain [5-7]. Offset tracking technique able to find displacement in the slant range and azimuth directions [7]. SAR 
Interferometry and offset tracking are complementary techniques for ice flow velocity measurement [2] [8-9], whereas the feature tracking is 
the reference to analyse absolute flow velocity[10].  
The feature tracking method depends upon cross correlation techniques, where image matching of two images done using the image 
intensities directly in the normalised cross correlation method (NCC). The first image referred as reference image and the second image as 
search image. The normalised cross correlation accounts for brightness and contrast in image sequences, is the widely used due to its easiness 
and consistency [4] [10]. Though NCC is simple and reliable there are certain drawbacks as well [12][11][10], NCC is sensitive to noise in the 
images, sensitive to significant scale, rotation or shearing differences between the images to be correlated. For the measurement to be reliable 
the displacement has to be greater than the mean error of the image co-regristration and the precision of NCC is, in principle, limited to one 
pixel, and thus varies with the pixel size of the image data used [4].  
The study deals with manual and automatic feature tracking techniques applys on various glaciers of Antarctica. The manual feature tracking 
is the method of manual pinnng of the points on two similar images. Whereas in automatic feature tracking the points where selected 
automatic by the software. 
 

II. DATA USED 

The ice velocity calculated by using both microwave and optical data. Radarsat I & II, SAR data, Lansat-8 and MODIS (Moderate Resolution 
Image Spectroradiometer) data optical data. 

Table I 
Sr. no Data  Resolution Acquisition 

1 Radarsat-I & II 100 meters 1997 and 2008 

2 MODIS 250 meters 2015 and 2016 

3 Landsat-8 30 meters 2015 and 2016 
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III. STUDY AREA 

The study area comprises two glaciers one from Eastern and Western Antarctica, Polar Record glacier amd  Pine Island glacier respectively. 

Polar Record glacier (Fig:1a) (75 30’E 69 45’S) is nearer to Bharti Indian Research Station. It is located in the Prydz Bay area on the eastern 
side of Amery Ice Shelf. It is the largest glacier flowing between Meknattane Nunataks and Boyd Nunatak. It is the largest glacier in the 
Ingrid Christensen Coast. An enormous tongue of Polar Record Glacier.   

Pine Island glacier (Fig:1b) (75 10’S, 100 0’W) is one of the important glacier flowing into the Amundsen Sea from West Antarctica. The 
Western Antarctica region drained into sea by several large ice stream, most of which flow into either Ross Ice Shelf or Filchner-Ronne Ice 
Shelf. Pine Island the largest ice stream, flowing together with Thwaites Ice Stream in Amundsen. 

 

Fig. 1a Polar Record glacier and Polar Record tongue, nearer to Bharti Research station, using RISAT -1A data having 25 meters resolution of 
year 2016. 

 
Fig. 1b Pine Island glacier and Thwaites glacier with grounding line of ICESat (red colour) using Radarsat-II data having resolution 100 

meters of year 2008. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 

The present study emphasis exclusively on glacier surface movement using different approach. Manual feature tracking is a visual based 
method; stable ice-free features like Nunataks or exposed rock surrounding the glaciers used as control points. This method is usually works 
satisfactory for glaciers and peripheries of ice sheets, but not for interior of ice sheets, where stable features are usually absent. The image 
matching is a group of techniques of finding corresponding features or image patches in two or more images taken of the same scene from 
different viewing position, at different time and/or using different sensors. Image cross-correlation techniques based on pixel brightness values. 
In this algorithm, reference chip block from one image selected, which is compare with search chip block of another image of different time 
duration of same region. The images used for the techniques need pre-process prior to extract displacement measurements. The pre-processing 
steps includes noise removal, geometric correction and ice-surface feature enhancement. Area (chip block) based matching techniques 
because of their simplicity are the most commonly used method [13].  Cross-correlation, particularly in its normalized form, which accounts 
for brightness and contrast in image sequences, is the most widely, used similarity measure of this method due to its reliability and simplicity 
[11]. 

 I. CIAS (Correlation Imaging Analysis Software) 

CIAS offers to perform NCC with a very organized and in easy to perform steps.  After inputting the images to correlated, it asks for certain 
parameters in order to execute, like reference block size (pixels), search area size (pixels) and raster resolution (m). The elimination of 
spurious correlations need to processed and interpreted by the user. The steps includes removal of all unwanted points which are not included 
in glacier region or snow covered region, then measurement of decorrelation by eliminating false points. The search area size is choose to be 
large enough to include the farthest moving template and small enough to limit the computational cost of matching [14].  

II. IMCORR (Imagining Correlation) 

ImCorr takes two images and input parameters like image names & size, search chip size, reference chip size, grid spacing and output file 
name. The program uses a fast Fourier transform – based version of normalized cross-covariance methods. The input parameters of ImCorr 
will include reference image filename, search image filename, number of pixels per line in image, number of lines in images and name of 
output file.  

 
Fig. 3 Flow chart of Imagining correlation software 

III. ImGraft (Image Georectification and Feature Tracking Toolbox) 

ImGRAFT - feature tracking toolbox based on the Matlab programming suite, is easy to use and freely available [15]. In the present study area, 
the ImGRAFT toolbox had used, as it provides the best and appropriate results.  
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V. RESULTS 

Three different software used to calculate the ice velocity of Pine Island glacier and Polar Record glacier. The velocity calculated by 
ImGRAFT is most appropriate and reliable then CIAS and ImCorr. Both CIAS and ImCorr widely depended upon normalised cross 
correlation techniques, in which orientation not taken into consideration. Whereas, ImGRAFT show all the possible combinations including 
orientation correlation, phase correlation as well as normalized cross correlation. 

Here we had run CIAS and ImCorr software on Polar record glacier only, as we found that CIAS and ImCorr software most time consuming, 
lengthy and does not give reliable results. Whereas, we had used ImGRAFT for both Pine Island glacier and Polar Record glacier.   

I. Polar Record glacier 

The ice velocity of Polar Record glacier, using both microwave and optical data, to quantify the variation in results. Radarsat-II and I (Fig 4a) 
data used to calculate the ice velocity, where are MODIS (Fig 4b) data of 2015 and 2016 used. Here, image different between Radarsat I & II 
sensor was 10 years, to calculate the accuracy on temporal resolution. The estimated velocity by microwave data and optical data was ~180 
m/year and ~300 m/year respectively. The results was an output of ASCII file, which generates during the last step of processing.  

 

Fig. 4a Image of Polar Record glacier, indicating the velocity arrows on the glacier, the length of the arrow depends on how long the feature, 
Radarsat-II and I data having resolution of 125 meters, using CIAS software. 
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Fig. 4b Image of Polar Record glacier, indicating the velocity arrows on the glacier, the length of the arrow depends on how long the feature, 
MODIS data of 2015 and 2016 having 250 meters resolution, using CIAS software. 

 

On the other hand, the result of ImCorr was quite depressive. Here, only MODIS data used to calculate the ice velocity. The calculated ice 
velocity from ASCII file was ~1276 meter/year for year 2015 and 2016 (Fig 4c). This software had given the average velocity of overall area 
including ice sheet and glacier tongue.    

 

Fig. 4c Image of Polar Record glacier, indicating the velocity arrows on the glacier, the length the arrow depends on how long the feature, 
MODIS data of 2015 and 2016 having 250 meters resolution, using ImCorr software. 

 

The result from ImGraft was very impressive and reliable the most. MODIS data of year 2015 and 2016 used to measure the ice velocity. The 
velocity of Polar Record glacier is observed was ~300-400 meters/year whereas, the tongue of Polar Record glacier was ~900-1000 
meters/year (Fig 4d). Similar result was derived using Landsat-8 data.  
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Displacement in meters 

Fig. 4d Image of Polar Record glacier, ImGraft software using MODIS data of 2015 and 2016. 

 

 

 

Displacement in meters 

Fig. 4e Dispalcement of Polar Record glacier using ImGraft software on Landsat-8 data of year 2015 and 2016. 

II. Pine Island glacier 

The velocity of Pine Island glacier was measured using MODIS data of year 2014 and 2015. Here only ImGraft software is used to monitored 
the Pine Island glacier. The glaciers varies in velocity between 3000 and 4000 meters within glacier (Fig 5).  
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Fig. 5 Velocity image of Pine Island glacier, speed varies from 3000 to 4500 meters/year, here the scale is choosen between 3000 and 5000 to 
check the variabilty in the speed 

 

 

VI. DISCUSSION 

The glaciers of Antarctica region are less elevated as compared to Himalayan glaciers. Mainly, Antarctica glaciers are tidewater glaciers with 
long tongue terminated into ocean. Here we had taken two glaciers both with long tongue which are prone to frequent calving.  

The glacier are longs ~30 km, and no stable feature are found for manual feature tracking. Hence, feature tracking software were used to 
calculated ice velocity of the glacier. There are many demerits of using CIAS and ImCorr, firstly both fails for low contrast images, rift and 
crevasses detection. Secondly, they does not give good results on ice shelves and ice sheet and lastly, they both produce ASCII file and need 
to process.  

The comparative study table for Polar Record glacier using MODIS data is shown below.  

Sr. no. Glacier name CIAS  ImCorr ImGraft Literature Survey 

1. Polar Record 
glacier 

~300 meter/year ~1276 
meter/year 

~300 meter/year 
inland and ~900 
meter/year near 
tongue  

Glacier increases rapidly seawards from ~200m/a in 
inland area to >700m/a at the front of the glacier 
tongue [7]  

 

The data shows that ImGraft is the most nearest and accurate one.  

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Through the process of validation of ice velocity using various techniques and methods we can conclude that software such as CIAS and 
ImCorr has its own limitations. Whereas, ImGraft gives more accurate and reliable result. All software described in paper uses depends upon 
cross-correlation techniques for calculating ice velocity. The results obtained through ImCorr and CIAS software vary very greatly; this may 
be mainly due to insufficient parameters or may be due to limitations of software. Further work should be carried out to achieve most 
appropriate results, as the ice velocity is one of the important parameter for climate change processes. 
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